SEAT CUSHIONS
Ambella Home Collection offers seven diverse cushion types so you can create the perfect seat.

SPRING/ULTRADOWN CUSHION

ULTRADOWN CUSHION

This is Ambella Home Collection’s STANDARD CUSHION. This
cushion creates a plush, high crown seat with medium firm
comfort and high resiliency. Coil springs wrapped in muslin
are surrounded in a polyurethane foam envelope wrapped in a
blend of 50% polyester fiber, 45% feathers and 5% down.

This cushion offers a luxuriously soft seat featuring high
resiliency and shape retention. An Ultracel® foam core is
wrapped with polyester fiber and then surrounded with a
blend of 50% polyester fiber, 45% feathers and 5% down.

DOWN LUXURY CUSHION

SPRING FIBER CUSHION

TAILORED SUPPORT CUSHION

Ambella Home Collection’s most plush seat
cushion. A mixture of 75% waterfowl feathers
and 25% white duck down is wrapped in a
channeled down proof ticking cover. This seat
cushion will require maintenance, turning and
plumping after each use.

Similar to Ambella’s standard cushion, the Spring
Fiber cushion creates a plump high crown seat
with medium firm comfort and very high resiliency.
Coil springs wrapped in muslin are surrounded in a
polyurethane foam envelope wrapped with plush
polyester fiber. This is the perfect cushion to use in
bench seats. It will eliminate most if not all of the
comfort wrinkles and puddling that may occur in a
cushion with down fill.

This hypoallergenic cushion creates
a firm seat with a tailored, crisp
appearance. An Ultracel® foam core is
wrapped with plush polyester fiber.

CUSTOM VALUE CUSHION

BEYOND PLUSH CUSHION

LENNOX CUSHION

An Ultracel© foam core is surrounded by a down
proof casing, channeled and filled with a mixture
of 50% polyester fiber, 45%waterfowl feathers, and
5% goose down. This cushion is for the customer
that prefers the all down feel and look with less
maintenance. A very soft foam core helps the cushion
retain the shape, but a soft, unstructured appearance
will remain. Fluffing will be required occasionally.

ONLY AVAILABLE ON THE LENNOX SOFA,
this cushion offers a down like softness. A thin,
Ultracel® foam core is wrapped in 1 oz fiber
and feathers and down. Four layers of down
proof ticking surround the outside. This seat
cushion will require maintenance, turning and
plumping after each use.

This hypoallergenic cushion, ONLY
AVAILABLE ON THE CUSTOM VALUE
COLLECTION creates a soft, comfortable
seat. An Ultracel® soft foam core is wrapped
with plush polyester fiber.
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BACK PILLOWS

Ambella Home Collection offers four different back pillow options to further customize your upholstery selections.

ULTRADOWN BACK

TAILORED SUPPORT BACK

This is Ambella Home Collection’s
STANDARD BACK PILLOW. A blend of 5%
down, 45% feathers and 50% polyester fiber
creates this softly supportive back pillow.
These backs are the perfect complement for
Spring/UltraDown, UltraDown, and Beyond
Plus seat cushions.

This hypoallergenic back pillow is comprised
of an Ultracel® foam core wrapped in thick,
plush polyester fiber creates Ambella Home
Collection’s most supportive back pillow with
a tailored look and good resiliency. This is
the coordinating back pillow for the Tailored
Support seat cushion.

DOWN LUXURY BACK
This luxuriously soft back pillow consists of a
mixture of 75% waterfowl feathers and 25%
white duck down encased in a channeled
down proof ticking cover. This back pillow will
require maintenance, turning and plumping
after each use. This is the coordinating back
pillow for the Down Luxury seat cushion.

LENNOX BACK

CUSTOM VALUE BACK
Plush polyester fiber is encased in a channeled
ticking cover to keep the back pillow fill in place.
This is the coordinating back pillow for the
Custom Value cushion. ONLY AVAILABLE ON
THE CUSTOM VALUE COLLECTION.

This extremely soft back pillow features a
blend of feathers and blown fiber wrapped
with microgel fiber and then four layers of
down proof ticking. ONLY AVAILABLE ON
THE LENNOX SOFA.
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